FOUR CORNERS FEDERAL LANDS INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

FC-FLIP Connects regional college students and recent graduates with resource managers to gain the hands on knowledge and skills of what it means to work with or for a federal agency. Interns participate in a rigorous paid 11-week career-building internship program in natural, recreation, or cultural resource management areas.

• GET PAID TO WORK OUTDOORS
• BROADEN YOUR NATURAL RESOURCE NETWORK
• GAIN INVALUABLE HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE
• MAKE A MEANINGFUL IMPACT ON YOUR WORLD
• ROCKETS LAUNCH YOUR CAREER
• DISCOVER SOUTHWEST COLORADO!

POSITIONS IN:
Timber/Forestry • Visitor Services
Mining and Engineering • GIS
Hydrology • Range Management
Natural Resource Management
Environmental Science and Education

DATES: MAY 31 to AUGUST 12, 2016
STIPEND: $400 per week
BENEFITS: WFA Certification, AmeriCorps Ed Award

TO APPLY: WWW.MOUNTAINSTUDIES.ORG/FCFLIP

QUESTIONS? CONTACT:
Anthony Culpepper, Program Coordinator
Mountain Studies Institute
anthony@mountainstudies.org

APPLICATION DEADLINE: MARCH 15